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WELCOME 

Dear Colleagues at Porcine Health Management,

on behalf of the School of Veterinary Medicine of the 
Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, we are honored 
to invite you to the 14th ESPHM in Thessaloniki which 
will be held from 31st May to 2nd June 2023. 

ESPHM 2023 is fully supported by the School of 
Veterinary Medicine of the Aristotle University of 
Thessaloniki, the Hellenic Veterinary Association,   
other academic and governmental institutions, 
as well as local porcine breeding companies and 
organizations.

Veterinary practitioners, academics, researchers, 
and all the members of the scientific community 
working on porcine health management acknowledge 
the scientific value of the Annual Symposiums of 
our College as proven by the increasing number of 
delegates each year. The ESPHM 2023 scientific 
programme will be prepared in strict collaboration with 
the College’s Board and the Veterinary Practitioners’ 
Council, which will address all the major topics of 
porcine health management and present the latest 
scientific knowledge and novel trends.

Apart from the scientific soundness of ESPHM over 
time, the symposium has been widely acknowledged 
as an excellent opportunity for networking, both 
professionally and socially. We are confident that 
ESPHM 2023 will provide the attendees with a most 
fertile networking environment. Besides, Thessaloniki 
is one of the largest and vibrant cities in South-
Eastern Europe, able to combine a rich historical 
past epitomized by famous archaeological sites and 
the infrastructure of a rapidly modernizing capital. 
The city is strategically situated in Macedonia, in 
the North of Greece, and is easily accessible from 
all over the world. Nearby archaeological sites from 
the time of Alexander the Great as well as the ruins 
dating back to the Roman and Byzantine times offer 
great opportunities for sightseeing before or after the 
Symposium. 

ESPHM delegates will also have the chance to visit 
the Aristotle University Campus in Thessaloniki, 
the Institute of Applied Biosciences (INAB) – which 
is part of the Centre for Research and Technology 
Hellas, one of the leading Greek institutions 
in the field of biotechnology, and the scientific 
group MagnaCharta (Magnetic Nanostructure 
Characterization Technology & Application, School 
of Physics, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki) 
focusing on modern magnetic nanomaterials, e.g. 
magnetic nanoparticles, multilayers, and thin films. 
Moreover, participants will be able to visit other 
veterinary research sites and farms breeding the 
indigenous Greek Black Pig under a semi-extensive 
production system.

Above and beyond, we are confident that the 
privileged collaboration of the Local Organising 
Committee together with the Board of the European 
College of Porcine Health Management, the core 
organizer of the event, will result in an event that will 
exceed your expectations.

Thus, we are deeply honored to welcome you all, 
colleagues and friends, scientists working on porcine 
health and industrial partners from all over the world 
to Thessaloniki, a city to remember in Greece.

We look forward to welcoming you to the 14th ESPHM 
in Thessaloniki, on 31st May to 2nd June.

With warmest regards,

Eleni D. Tzika

DVM, PhD, EBVS® European Veterinary Specialist 
in Porcine Health Management, Prof. of Porcine 
Medicine
Chair,14th European Symposium of Porcine Health 
Management 
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COMMITTEES

LOCAL ORGANISING 
COMMITTEE

Eleni Tzika
Head, LOC & Chair, ESPHM 2023

EBVS® Veterinary Specialist in PHM
School of Veterinary Medicine

Thessaloniki Aristotle University

•
Panagiotis Tassis

School of Veterinary Medicine
Thessaloniki Aristotle University

•
Paschalis Fortomaris

EBVS® Veterinary Specialist in PHM 
Head, School of Veterinary Medicine 

Thessaloniki Aristotle University

•
Vasilis Papatsiros

Head, School of Veterinary Medicine 
Thessaly University

•
Zoe Polyzopoulou

Vice-President, Hellenic Veterinary 
Medical Society, and EBVS President

School of Veterinary Medicine
Thessaloniki Aristotle University

•
George Papadopoulos
School of Veterinary Medicine

Thessaloniki Aristotle University

•
Theodoros S. Karapanos

Official State Veterinarian, Veterinary 
Consultant for Pig Farms, Pig Farmer, Member 

of the Board of “Greek Federation of pig 
farmers”

BOARD OF THE ECPHM

Nicolas Rose
President

•
Carl Andreas Grøntvedt

Vice President

•
Heiko Nathues

Past President

•
Doris Höltig

Treasurer

•
Elena Canelli

Secretary

•
Arie van Nes

Ordinary Board Member

•
Christine Unterweger

Ordinary Board Member

VETERINARY 
PRACTITIONER COUNCIL *

Adrian Balaban
Fatrom Feed Additives S.R.L Fermeplus S.R.L

•
Magdalena Czaplińska

Agri Plus Sp. z.o.o

•
Ida Friis Overgaard

LVK

•
Dražen Hižman

Belje Agro-Vet Plus d.o.o

•
Arnaud Lebret 

PORC.SPECTIVE Swine Vet Practice, 
REZOOLUTION Pig Consulting Services

•
Adél Orosz

Bonafarm Group, Bóly Zrt

•
Tim van Sprang 

Swine veterinarian at Royal Agrifirm Group

*May 11, 2022
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TENTATIVE PROGRAMME

WEDNESDAY May31st

MORNING Set-up

AFTERNOON Welcome & Open Ceremony

Keynote Sessions

Coffee Break & Poster Viewing

Parallel Sessions

ECPHM Annual General Meeting

Welcome Reception

FRIDAY June  2 nd

MORNING Keynote Sessions

Coffee Break & Poster Viewing

Parallel Sessions

Closing Ceremony  

THURSDAY June  1 st

MORNING Keynote Sessions

Coffee Break & Poster Viewing

Parallel Sessions

Lunch & Poster Session

AFTERNOON Keynote Sessions

JPHM

Parallel Sessions

Coffee Break & Poster Viewing

Parallel Sessions

EVENING Farewell Dinner
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GENERAL INFORMATION

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION
For your hotel reservation in Thessaloniki  
at special rates and conditions, please 
refer to the official booking section on 
the ESPHM 2023 website.
Due to the limited room availability, we 
kindly recommend that you make your 
reservation as early as possible in order 
to have the best choice of available 
hotels. Hotel accommodation is subject 
to availability and will be allocated on a 
first-come-first-served basis.

ORGANISING SECRETARIAT 
ESPHM 2023
VET INTERNATIONAL
Via Carlo Farini 81
20159 Milano - Italy
Ph: +39 02 66802323
E-mail: info@esphm2023.org

Please note that VET INTERNATIONAL is the only company entitled 
to manage the logistical aspects and handle payments for ESPHM 
2023. In order to prevent fraud, please disregard any request 
coming from external companies, unless otherwise indicated by VET 
INTERNATIONAL itself. 

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability is a very important issue for the ESPHM Organisers, which should be considered both for 
the current and the future editions of the Symposium. Some important actions have already been taken 
in this regard and will be communicated in due time.
With this event, we would like to promote such a relevant value to all our stakeholders, including Sponsors. 
Therefore, we would like to offer you the opportunity to contribute through special initiatives which will 
be presented in this document.

CONGRESS VENUE
Thessaloniki Concert Hall
25th Martiou Str. & Paralia
GR-54646, Thessaloniki

The two buildings (M1 and M2) of the Thessaloniki 
Concert Hall were built with the aim to provide a 
contemporary cultural and conference centre of 
international standards.
Since its inauguration in 2000, it has recorded 
numerous successful productions, ranging 
from music concerts and operas to opening 
ceremonies and international conventions.
The Thessaloniki Concert Hall is designed to 
offer optimum functionality; it has an exceptional 
acoustics, a main hall of 1,400 seats and a wide 
reception foyer.
Filled with natural light and enjoying a superb 
view to the sea, M2’s foyer is a vast space on three 
levels and adjoins the building’s important spaces. 
Equipped with cutting-edge technology and an 
exceptional infrastructure, the Amphitheatre Hall 
can seat up to 500 guests, whereas the Flat Hall 
can seat 300. Underneath M2 lies a two-level 
underground parking of 11,800 sqm for over 230 
vehicles.

OFFICIAL LANGUAGE
The official language of the Symposium  
is English.
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HOW TO REACH THESSALONIKI

EASILY ACCESSIBLE 
AND QUICKLY REACHED

Thessaloniki is easily accessible by air, sea, and 
road. Thessaloniki is also connected with other 
parts of the mainland through a network of roads 
and railways.

Once there, Thessaloniki provides its visitors with 
a safe and efficient public transport system. Also, 
taxis are an easy and cheap way to move around 
the city.

by plane

Visitors arriving by air will land at 
Thessaloniki Airport “Makedonia” 
(IATA code: SKG), the second 
biggest airport in Greece, which 
is located just 15 km from the city 
centre. 
Thessaloniki is easily reached 
by international direct flights 
from approx. 120 destinations, 
including major cities around 
the world. From Thessaloniki, 
there are 58 airlines flying to 
141 destinations in more than 40 
countries. The airport operates 
with frequent connections to most 
Greek cities and islands, serving 
over 3,5 million passengers per 
year.
A public bus service (Bus 78 or 
78N) is available 24/7 – every 30 
minutes - from the airport to the 
city centre. 

For more information on the flight 
destinations: www.skg-airport.gr

For updated bus timetables: 
OASTH – www.oasth.gr

by train

The New Railway Station, the 
central passenger terminal 
of Thessaloniki, is located on 
Monastiriou street. TrainOSE 
is the Greek private railway 
company currently operating 
passenger and freight trains 
and operates international train 
services between Thessaloniki 
– Sofia, Thessaloniki – Skopje 
– Beograd and Thessaloniki – 
Sofia – Bucharest.

For further information, please 
visit: www.trainose.gr

by car

The Egnatia Odos is the Greek 
part of the trans-European 
axle E90. Via Egnatia Odos, 
Thessaloniki approaches 
westwards the harbor of 
Igoumenitsa, from where there 
are regular ferry connections 
to Italy, to the east to Kipous 
of Evros at the Greek-Turkish 
border. Moreover, through its 
north-south axes Thessaloniki 
is connected to the Balkan 
countries and the rest of Europe. 
The National Road Patra – 
Athens –  Thessaloniki – Evzoni, 
connects the city with the capital 
of Greece and constitutes part of 
the European motorway E75. 

THESSALONIKI
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USEFUL INFORMATION

Electrical systems

In Greece the power plugs and sockets are of type C 
and F. The standard voltage is 230v and the standard 
frequency is 50 Hz.

Foreign exchange, banking facilities

The official currency in Greece is the Euro. 

British Pounds, US Dollars, and other major currencies 
can be easily exchanged locally in banks or bureau de 
change prior to departure. Credit cards, such as Visa 
and Mastercard, are widely accepted in most hotels, 
restaurants, and shops, though keep some cash at 
hand, especially on the islands and in smaller towns. 
The use of American Express is not as common.

Traveller’s Cheques are not recommended as they are 
often difficult to exchange and incur high fees.

Parking in Thessaloniki

There are many municipal and private car parks. The 
cost for the first hour ranges from €2.50 to €4.00 and it 
is reduced for each subsequent hour.

Parking facilities at the congress venue:

The underground parking of the Thessaloniki Concert 
Hall, which is located in building M2, has started 
operating and counts 200 lots.

Wednesday May 31, 2023: € 8,00 / day
Thursday June 1, 2023: € 8,00 / day
Friday June 2, 2023: € 4,00 / day

Greek VISA requirements

Greece is a Member-State of the European Union and is 
part of the Schengen Area. 

EU Citizens do not need a VISA to enter Greece, they 
just need to display their ID, not even their passport. 
However, a passport is necessary for other transactions, 
such as currency exchange, purchases, etc. Also, 
airlines and other carriers require a valid passport and/
or ID. 

Non-EU citizens require a visa to enter Greece. 
Information on this matter can be obtained from the 
Hellenic Embassies or Consulates and/or from travel 
agencies. 

If you need a visa, make sure you apply for one well in 
advance! 

Source: www.visitgreece.gr
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PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

The Local Organising Committee has decided to offer three levels of promotional packages - Gold, Silver and Bronze 
Sponsors - in addition to standard sponsors.
The following choices offer a wide range of opportunities to promote your company during the Congress:

  Gold Sponsor  for an important presence;

  Silver Sponsor  for a remarkable presence;

  Bronze Sponsor for a visible presence.

GOLD Sponsorship 
• Exhibition Space: 15-m2 area including electrical power supply 
  (extra set-up will be at the company’s own expenses)
• 5 Full registrations fees to the Symposium
• 4 Tickets for the Symposium Farewell Dinner
• 3 exhibitors’ badges - These badges will show only the name of the company and will allow company 
  employees (only) to access the exhibition area
• Slide of acknowledgement at session intervals 
• 1 advertising page on the Final Programme, which will be delivered online only (no printed version)
• Leaflet in congress bags  replaced by
• 1 promotional newsletter to be sent via e-mail to all the ESPHM attendees 
  (timeslot to be selected among those available).
• Company logo on the final programme and website

 Package: 16.000,00 euro                VAT non included

SILVER Sponsorship 
• Exhibition Space: 10-m2 area including electrical power supply 
  (extra set-up will be at the company’s own expenses)
• 3 Full registrations fees to the Symposium
• 2 Tickets for the Symposium Farewell Dinner
• 2 exhibitors’ badges - These badges will show only the name of the company and will allow company 
  employees (only) to access the exhibition area
• Slide of acknowledgement at session intervals 
• Company logo on the final programme and website

 Package: 12.750,00 euro                 VAT non included

BRONZE Sponsorship 
• Exhibition Space: 6-m2 area including draped table, 2 chairs, electrical power supply 
  (extra set-up will be at the company’s own expenses)
• 2 exhibitors’ badge - This badge will show only the name of the company and will allow company employees 
  (only) to access the exhibition area
• Slide of acknowledgement at session intervals 
• Company logo on the final programme and website

 Package: 8.500,00 euro                VAT non included 
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OTHER SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

All the following sponsorships include the acknowledgement of the sponsor in the Final Program as well as the website.

Congress bags (1.500 items - exclusive opportunity)     € 6.000 + production
Congress bags supplied by Sponsor with its own logo and the congress logo. 
The Organising Committee has to approve the template.
Congress bags must be produced with eco-friendly certified materials, preferably by local suppliers.

Pads and Pens (1.500 items - exclusive opportunity)     € 4.000 + production 
Each congress bag will include a notepad and pen. 
The sponsor’s logo will be printed on them
Pads and pens must be produced with eco-friendly certified materials, preferably by local suppliers.

Eco-friendly Gadget in congress bags       € 2.000 
N. 1 sponsor’s eco-friendly gadget will be inserted in each congress bag.
The Local Organising Committee has to approve the gadget.

Advertising page on the Final Programme
Company will provide an AD page to be included in the Final Programme,
which will be delivered online only (no printed version).
- AD page on the Final Programme (back cover)      € 3.000   
- AD page on the Final Programme (internal page)     € 2.000   

Coffee breaks           € 4.000
The company logo will be displayed on the buffet tables.  
ESPHM 2022 offers 4 coffee breaks. Price per Coffee-break

Personalized water dispensers around the venue     € 5.000
Customization to be agreed upon with the Organising Secretariat 

Welcome Reception (exclusive opportunity)      € 8.000
The company logo will be printed on the signage    

Congress App (exclusive opportunity)       € 5.000
The APP will be available to all participants and can be downloaded
 on smartphones and tablets. Customization to be agreed with the Organising Secretariat.

USB (with Abstracts)         € 8.000
An USB containing the scientific abstracts will be distribute to each participant. 
Company sponsoring the item has the opportunity to include the Company logo 
in a USB side. USB sticks must be produced with eco-friendly certified materials.

Congress branded Lanyards (exclusive opportunity)     € 6.000
Production by the Organising Secretariat. 
The Company logo will be printed on lanyards that will be distributed to all delegates. 

Branded bottles (1500 items - exclusive opportunity)     € 4000 + production
Sustainable re-usable bottles customized with company logo and event logo 
to be distributed to all delegates.
Production by the company. Layout to be agreed with the Organising Secretariat.
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OTHER SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Shuttle buses (exclusive opportunity)        € 3.000 
Shuttle buses which will be organized on the last day of the Symposium 
to take the participants to the Airport. 
The Company can personalize the coaches with a sign including logo on the windshield. 
Any additional personalization could be arranged by the Company at its own expenses. 
Thanks to this option, the Company contributes to the reduction of exhaust emissions 
caused by private transport.

WI FI (exclusive opportunity)        € 5.000
WI FI will be available free of charge for all the Congress attendees.
The Company logo will be displayed in the WI FI login page.
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FLOOR PLAN
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9 BRONZE (3,00X2,00m) 
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REGISTRATIONS

REGISTRATION SYSTEM FOR COMPANIES

The online registration system for companies will be opened starting from 
November 2022. 
You will find an easy way to register your group and buy the tickets for the 
Social Dinner, which will be held on Thursday 1st June 2023. 
Remember that the early registration is available within 15th March 2023. 
Please note that after this deadline, the availability of seats at the Symposium 
Dinner will no longer be guaranteed.

MATERIAL COLLECTION

In order to offer you a better service and to facilitate the onsite registration 
procedure, we strongly recommend that the material (badges and congress 
bags) for your delegates be collected in advance.
Material could be collected by a representative of the company at the Pre-
registered desk located at the Thessaloniki Concert Hall. Further details will 
follow.

We strongly recommend that you contact us and to fix your appointment 
to pick up material for your delegates in advance and avoid queue at the 
registration desk.

Please note that we do not provide porterage.

ADDITIONAL EXHIBITOR BADGES

Companies which want to buy additional exhibitor pass may contact the 
Organising Secretariat. 
The cost of each additional badge is € 200 + VAT 24%.
Please note that the badge will show only the name of the company and will 
allow company employees (only) access to the exhibition area and to take 
part to all provided catering services (Social Dinner not included).

IMPORTANT NOTE
The Sponsor/Company agrees NOT to organize any (scientific or social) 
events for attendees of the ESPHM during the time slots of the scientific 
program of the ESPHM 2023.

EXHIBITION 
AREA

INDUSTRY EXHIBITION

Further technical information 
about: exhibition manual, set-
up and dismantling, storage 
and pick-up of the conference 
material will be sent by the 
end of January 2023.
Space allocation will be 
managed on a first-signed, 
first-served basis, according 
to the date on the signed 
order form.

DATES & 
DEADLINES

OCTOBER 1, 2022 
Opening abstract submission 
system

DECEMBER 1, 2022
Deadline abstract 
submission

MARCH 15, 2023
Deadline for reduced 
registration fees



FORM A • SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES

Please return to the Organising Secretariat by e-mail: companies@esphm2023.org 

COMPANY ____________________________________________________________________________________

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE _______________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________________________

CITY _______________________________________________________ ZIP CODE__________________________

VAT or TIN or FC*  ______________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name  _________________________________________________________________________________

Phone _____________________________________ Mobile ____________________________________________

E-mail  _______________________________________________________________________________________

*[VAT code (for European Community companies) - TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (TIN) (for US companies) 

-  FISCAL CODE (all the other companies)]

SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE

We confirm our sponsorship under the following formula:

� GOLD package   € 16.000,00 (+ VAT, if applicable)

� SILVER package   € 12.750,00 (+ VAT, if applicable)

� BRONZE package   €   8.500,00 (+ VAT, if applicable)

REMITTANCE

A 20% deposit (non-refundable) is required upon confirmation of the sponsorship. 

The remaining instalments are specified in the sponsorship contract which will follow, together with the relevant terms & conditions. 

Full payment is required within 15th December 2022. 

Should the Forms be signed further to 15th December 2022, the balance of 100% will be due as outright payment. 

The Company shall remit payment by bank transfer to the following bank account: 

Account Holder: VET International srl  Banca Sella SPA Milan – Italy 

IBAN:  IT 02 S 03268 01605 052864809960      Swift-BIC: SELBIT2BXXX

Reason for payment: COMPANY’S NAME - ESPHM 2023 Sponsorship 

Date___________________________ Signature and company seal _________________________________

2023



Please return to the Organising Secretariat by e-mail: companies@esphm2023.org 

COMPANY ____________________________________________________________________________________

LEGAL REPRESENTATIVE _______________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS _____________________________________________________________________________________

CITY _______________________________________________________ ZIP CODE__________________________

VAT or TIN or FC*  ______________________________________________________________________________

Contact Name  _________________________________________________________________________________

Phone _____________________________________ Mobile ____________________________________________

E-mail  _______________________________________________________________________________________

*[VAT code (for European Community companies) - TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (TIN) (for US companies) 

-  FISCAL CODE (all the other companies)]

� Congress bags      € 6.000 + production

� Pads and Pens      € 4.000 + production

� Leaflet / gadgets in congress bags    € 2.000

� AD page on the Final Programme (back cover)   € 3.000 

� AD page on the Final Programme (internal page)  € 2.000 

� Coffee break       € 4.000 

� Welcome Reception       € 8.000 

� Personalized water dispensers around the venue  € 5.000

� Congress App       € 5.000

� USB (with Abstracts)      € 8.000 

� Congress branded lanyards     € 6.000

� Branded bottles      € 4.000 + production

� Shuttle buses       € 3.000

� Wi-Fi        € 5.000

Global amount of our sponsorship is Euro _______________________________ (+ VAT, if applicable)

REMITTANCE
A 20% deposit (non-refundable) is required upon confirmation of the sponsorship. The remaining instalments are specified in 
the sponsorship contract which will follow, together with the relevant terms & conditions. 
Full payment is required within 15th December 2022. Should the Forms be signed further to 15th December 2022, the balance 
of 100% will be due as outright payment. 

The Company shall remit payment by bank transfer to the following bank account: 
Account Holder: VET International srl  Banca Sella SPA Milan – Italy 
IBAN:  IT 02 S 03268 01605 052864809960      Swift-BIC: SELBIT2BXXX
Reason for payment: COMPANY’S NAME - ESPHM 2023 Sponsorship 

Date___________________________ Signature and company seal ______________________________________

FORM B • SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
2023
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